
A more 
intelligent 
solution.

HEALTH INTELLIGENCE  
FOR HEALTHY BUSINESSES
Intelligent, actionable strategies,  

backed by data, empowering employers  
and benefits advisors to make smarter  

health management decisions.

Employers struggle to effectively and efficiently manage their investment in 
their most valuable resource — their people — due to the lack of understanding, 
certainty, and accountability. 

You don’t need more data, you need direction. 
The Springbuk Health Intelligence™ platform extends beyond traditional data 
warehousing and analytics to help you unlock your data and maximize the 
value of your employee health investments. Securely store and aggregate 
data from a variety of sources, including medical, prescription, clinical, 
wellness vendors, biometrics, and beyond.

It’s healthcare management decisions. Simplified.
Springbuk provides a streamlined, easy-to-use interface to confidently assess 
plans and programs, so you can spend less time sorting data, allowing you 
to make smarter decisions, faster.

Trusted by over 4,000 people-first employers, our health intelligence plat-
form puts data to work, allowing you to deliver accuracy, understanding, and 
actionability. 

It’s time for a more intelligent solution. 
It’s time for health intelligence.
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Health  
Intelligence
SMARTER TECHNOLOGY FOR  
MORE FOCUSED DECISIONS
Springbuk offers an enterprise health  
intelligence platform that empowers  
employers and benefits advisors to
strategically design, implement, and  
sustain health management investments.

INVESTED IN PEOPLE
Springbuk’s health data analytics solu-
tion helps you protect your most valuable 
asset — your people — by identifying 
savings opportunities and helping you 
meaningfully direct your resources for 
the highest impact.

BETTER INSIGHTS,   
BETTER SUPPORT
We stand behind our product with
people and processes that help ensure 
your success. Receive expert guidance 
with strategy, platform training, and
implementation. We train your team 
with onboarding programs and have to 
provide ongoing Analytic and Strategic 
Consulting team available to optimize 
your experience and results.

HEALTHIEST EMPLOYERS          
EXPERTISE
Our unmatched expertise and research 
with over 10,000 employers arms you 
with a platform on the leading edge of 
industry innovation.

SPRINGBUK RESULTS
4M lives on our health  
intelligence platform.

Over $10B in claims processed. 

$280M+ in savings opportunities from  
Gaps in Care in the past 12 months. 

SECURE AND COMPLIANT
Our HIPAA compliant, cloud-native plat-
form on AWS combines best-in-class
scalability with secure and fault-tolerant
infrastructure. Springbuk holds a SOC 2
Type 2 Certification and has achieved
the HITRUST CSF Certification.
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